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1. INTRODUCTION 
This paper is concerned with certain first order systems of the form 
U-1) 
where each Pi is an s x I?Z matrix of complex constants, and F is a matrix valued 
function, with complex entries, of the variable x = (x1 ,..., x,) in Iin. It is 
tacitly assumed that F has m rows, but the number of columns of F need not be 
prescribed. Conditions on the Pi’s will be formulated under which solutions of 
(1 .l) display a behavior similar to that of analytic functions in the plane. The 
methods involved are adapted from those employed in the study of functions 
with values in a Clifford algebra. 
Historically Clifford algebras have provided one of the more useful settings for 
the extension of analytic function theory to higher dimensions. Early studies in 
this regard were made by Dixon [4], Fueter [6] at the University of Zuzich and 
his students, and Haefeli [7]. (A list of much of the work of the Fueter school 
can be found at the end of [7].) More recently Delanghe [2, 31 has contributed 
substantially to the theory. The author has found that much of this theory can 
be expressed in the more familiar language of matrices, and in the process the 
results become more general. Indeed, results given here may be specialized to 
obtain results in [2, 3, 6, 71 by choosing the Pi’s in (1.1) as square matrix repre- 
sentations for the basis of a Clifford algebra. Even then the setting is still a little 
more general. In the Clifford algebra theory, one requires that the matrix solution 
F of (1.1) have values in the Clifford algebra generated by these basis vactors, but 
in the present setting F is required only to have m rows. 
As a first set of conditions on the matrices Pi , it is required that there exist 
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wz x s complex constant matrices R, , i = l,..., n, and a real, 12 x n, constant 
matrix A = (Q) such that 
R,Pj f RjP, = 2a&,,, , 1 < i, j < la, (1.2) 
where I,, is the m x m identity, and the matrix A is symmetric and satisfies, for 
some E > 0, 
(i.e., -4 is positive definite). If one multiplies (1.1) on the left by the operator 
x:-1 Ri(Zj8xi), conditions (1.2) formally lead to the equation LF = 0, where L is 
the second order elliptic operator 
(1.4) 
(and ai = Zj&,). The operator Cz?=, Pi 3, thus can be considered a generalized 
Cauchy-Riemann operator, with each entry of the matrix solution F of (1.1) 
satisfying the same homogeneous second order elliptic equation. For the simplest 
example of matrices satisfying (1.2), we set n = m = s = 2, and 
1 0 
R,=P,= o 1, [ 1 Ps = -; ; , c 1 R, = [; -;] = -Pz. (1.5) 
Then A is the 2 x 2 identity. IfF is a matrix of functions of the form 
F= -; ; [ 1 (1.6) 
then (1.1) becomes the Cauchy-Riemann equations for II and V. (Of course the 
above remarks just describe the usual procedure of identifying complex numbers 
with 2 >: 3 matrices.) 
Equation (1 .l) along with conditions (1.2) and (1.3) is discussed by Protter 
and Hile in [S], where the matrices A, Ri , Pi , i = l,..., n are allowed variable 
entries. Solutions of (1.1) then satisfy a generalized maximum principle. The 
present paper arises partly from an analysis of the equations in [S] for the case of 
constant coeflicients. 
In Section 2 of the paper it is shown that conditions (1.2) may be simplified, via 
a change of variables, to the case aij = Su . For this latter case a Cauchy integral 
formula for solutions of (1.1) is d erived in Section 3. In Section 4 solutions of 
(aFjax,j c c,(aqax2) + --. + c,(aqax,j = 0 0.7) 
are considered, where each Ci is an RZ x m constant matrix. Solutions of (1.7) 
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which are real analytic (i.e., solutions that admit a local Taylor series expansion in 
or ,..., x,) can be expanded in a series of suitably defined powers Za which also 
satisfy (1.7). The solutions discussed in Section 3 are real analytic and therefore 
have such an expansion. Section 5 is a footnote where it is shown how to construct 
explicitly a matrix representation of.a certain Clifford algebra. 
For a method of extending analytic function theory to certain systems of 
equations in the plane, see Douglis [5]. 
The author expresses thanks to Murray Protter for useful communications 
concerning Section 2 of the paper. 
2. REDUCTION OF SYSTEMS TO A CANONICAL FORM 
It is clear that in order for (1.2) to hold we must have s > m. The following 
result shows that without loss of generality one may assume aij = Sij in (1.2). 
THEOREM 1. Let Ri , Pi , i = I,..., n, be matrices of dimensions m x s and 
s x m, respectively, which satisfy (1.2) f or some n X n, real, positive definite matrix 
A. Then there exist matrices & , $ , i = I,..., n, of dimensions m x s and s x m, 
respectively, such that 
alzd such that, after a linear change of variables y = Bx, any C1 matrix solution F of 
(1.1) satisjies 
gl &aF/&) = 0. (2.2) 
Proof. Since A is positive definite, we may define the inner product on vectors 
in R”, 
(x, y) = Ax ‘3’. (2.3) 
Let kl,..., 8” be vectors in R” which form an orthonormal basis with respect to 
this inner product, 
(p, l$ = Sij , 1 < i, j < n. (2.4) 
Next define 
(2.5) 
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where (@)? is the jth component of p. Then 
= 2([k, Ly> Im = 2&J*, . 
(2.6) 
Let B be the nonsingular n x n matrix B = ((p)j). Let C = (cij) be the inverse 
matrix of B, and make the change of variables 2’ = Bx, x = Q. Then 
In the case of square matrices, a further simplification of conditions (1.2) can 
be made. 
THEOREM 2. Let I& , Pi , i - l,... , n, be m x m matrices which sati$y (1.2) 
for some n x n, real, positive dejkite matrix ,4. Then there exist m x m matrices 
M2 )..., M, such that 
A&M, == -M$Ii , i 4 7-j, 2<i, j<n; 
MiZ = --r, ) 2 < i < n; 
c2-9 
and such that, after a linear change of zradables y = Bx, any Cl matrix solution F 
of (1.1) satisfies 
(2.9) 
Prooj. By the previous theorem, there exist m x nz matrices & , pt , 
i = l,..., n, such that (2.1) holds, and after a linear change of variables (2.2j 
holds for any Cl matrix solution F of (1.1). Since aipi = I,,, , we have & = 
(P&l for i = I,..., n. Multiplying (2.2) by 8r , we obtain 
(2.10) 
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Define Mi = l&pi for i = 2,..., n. Repeated application of (2.1) gives, for 
2<i,j<n, 
If (2.8) is satisfied, then the matrices 1, Ma ,..., M, form the basis for a Clifford 
algebra associated with the quadratic form -(xa2 + ... + x,~) (see [IO]). Thus 
the previous theorem shows that the existence of m x m matrices satisfying (1.2) 
is related to the existence of m x m matrix representations of Clifford algebras. 
Consequently, for given n there are restrictions on the values of m for which 
m x m matrices satisfying (1.2) exist. These restrictions are described more 
fully in [S]. 
3. CAUCHY INTEGRAL FORMULA 
Under conditions (1.2) matrix solutions of (1.1) satosfy a generalized Cauchy 
integral formula. It is assumed in this section that the complex constant matrices 
R, , Pi , i = l,..., n, of dimensions m x s and s x m, respectively, satisfy the 
“canonical” system of equations 
R,P, $ RiPi = 26& , l<i, j<n, (3.1) 
and we consider complex matrix solutions of the equation 
P,(aF/lk,) + 0.. + P,(aF/ax,) = 0. (3.2) 
DEFINITION. If F is a Cl matrix solution of (3.2) in some domain in Rfl, then 
F is hyperanalytic (with respect to the ordered set of matrices Pl ,..., P,) in that 
domain. 
Following is a matrix version of the Gauss-Green divergence theorem. Let 
Q be an s x m matrix of complex valued functions continuously differentiable 
in the closure, D, of some domain in R’“, n > 2. Let F and G be matrices of 
complex valued functions also in Ci(@, and assume F has m rows, G has s 
columns. If !Z? is a sufficiently regular domain so that the ordinary divergence 
theorem applies, and if Y = (or ,..., v,) denotes the unit normal vector, pointing 
outward, on the boundary %& then 
j, [GQ@V’> + (UGQNFI dy = s,, G&F do. (3.3) 
(The volume element is dy = dyl ... dJj’n , and da represents surface measure on 
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2&?.) Formula (3.3) is verified by applying the ordinary divergence theorem to 
each entry of this matrix equation. 
Next let Q1 ,..., ,n 0 be s x m matrices of complex valued functions in C-l(a), 
let 9 be the associated differential operator, 
g=Q,a,+-.i-Q,%, (3.4) 
and let N be the associated s x m matrix defined on 2;! by 
iv =QA+ ... +Qnv,. (3.5) 
Further define 
~F=Q~alFt.*+Q)ILaRF, 
c-z@ = MGQ3 + -.- + an(GQJ. 
(3.6j 
Apply (3.3) to each operator Qi ai and sum over i to obtain 
jQ [G@F) + (G9) F] dy = J^,, GNF do. (3.7) 
Let Ri , Pi, z = l,..., n, be complex constant matrices satisfying (3.1). For 
x = (Xl )..., x,) in Rn, make the identifications 
x* = PIXl + ... + P,& , 
LF = Rpxl + ... -,k R,x, . 
Then by (3.1), 
3x* = (x1? + . . . + x,yez = 1 x i”IT,L . (3.9) 
Analogously, define 
v*=~~a,+...+p,a,, 
%=R,a,+--+R,a,. 
(3.10) 
Formally, if d = 2,, + ... + arm , 
TV* = &,<A. (3.11) 
In (3.7) replace 9 by V*, N by v*, and obtain 
j [G(V*F) + (GO”) F] dy = ia Gv*F da 
R 
(3.12) 
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where, since each Pi is constant, GV* becomes 
GV” = (a,G) Pl + 0-e + (8,G) P, . (3.13) 
Observe that if F is hyperanalytic in B, and if we replace G in (3.12) with the 
s x s identity, we obtain 
J- 
v*F da = 0. (3.14) 
as2 
The proof of the next result follows a standard argument used to prove the 
Cauchy integral formula for functions with values in a Clifford algebra (see 
[2:2,71)* 
THEOREM 3. Let .Q be a domain in Rn where the divergence theorem applies. 
IfF is a matrix with m YOWS and with complex valued entries in P(Q), then fm x in l2, 
- F(x) = w;l 
I I Y - x: I-’ (Y - 4 v*(Y)F(Y) WY) aa 
- w;l 
s 
__ - 
Q I Y - x I-’ (Y - W*F)(Y> dy 
(3.15) 
(wn is the surface area of the unit sphere in R”). 
Proof. Let x be fixed in 8, and let G be the function 
G(y) = 1 y - x I--n (y - x) = (2 - n)-1 o,I y - x /2-‘~ if n>3 
(3.16) 
= 0, log I y - x 1 if n = 2. 
Then by (3.11), G(y) V,* = 0 ify + X. Let Q, 6 > 0, be the domain obtained 
by deleting from B the sphere of radius E about X. Then (3.12) applied to the 
domain Q gives 
j G(YXV*FXY) dr = ii, - J;,z,= 1 G(Y) v*(Y)F(Y) ddy), (3.17) 
4 E 
where for each surface integral v(y) is the outward pointing normal at y. On the 
surface 1 y - x I = B the unit normal is v(y) = (y - x)/i y - x 1, and by (3.9), 
(yZ) v*(y) = 1 y - x 1 Im = <I, (3.18) 
and 
i 
G(y) v*(y)F(y) du(y) = ~l-~ 
IY-d=E s 
F(Y) WY). (3.19) ,y--IE,= E 
As E approaches zero, the latter integral in (3.19) approaches wnF(x), and the 
domain of integration on the left of (3.17) b ecomes all of Q. Thus we have (3.15). 
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The following analog of Cauchy’s integral formula is immediate: 
COROLLARY 4. If Q a&F are as in Theorem 3, and if.8’ is k~perana&5c in Q, 
tlzen for x in i2, 
* F(x) = w,l 1 aR IY - x I-= (Y - 4 qY)F(Y) MY). (3.20) 
Rewwk. In a manner as in the proof of (3.19, one can show that if G has s 
columns and is in Cl@), then for x in Q, 
G(xj = O$ 
s 
G(y) c(y) 1 y - x /- (y - xl* c&(y) 
22 
f 
(3.21) 
- w,l p (GV)(y) 1 y - m (+ (y - x)* dy. 
An obvious analog to Corollary 4 also follows. 
4. TAYLOR SERIES EXPANSIONS 
In this section an analog of Taylor series expansions is given for solutions of 
certain first order systems with constant coefficients. The methods are extensions 
of those in [2, 6] for functions with values in a Clifford algebra. We consider 
complex matrix solutions of equations of the form 
where C, ,..., C, are m x m complex constant matrices, and I is the m x m 
identity. Associated with the matrices C, , . . . , C,z are the (n - 1) matrix variables 
defined by 
z, = x,I - .‘L.&, , 2<k<n, (4.2) 
where x = (x~ ,..., x,~) E Rn. We let a = (a, ,..., a,) be some fixed point in 
R”, and further define 
A, = a,I - a,C& , 2<k<n. (4.3) 
Following standard conventions, if OL = (CQ ,..., a,), where each ai is a non- 
negative integer, we define 1 a 1 = a1 + ... + 01,) CL! = a,! -..l 01~~1, ~a = 
x$1 . . . NZ,“, and if u is a function defined in Rn, u(a) = Pu = al%/@ ... a%. ]$re 
let fl represent such an n-tuple with p1 = 0. Thus /I = (0, & ,..., j3,). Associated 
with the variable x in Rn is the (n - I)-tuple of matrices 2 = (2, ,..., 2,) where 
each 2, is given by (4.2). Similarly, set A = (A, ,..., A,), where A, is given by 
505125/3-10 
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(4.3). Define 26 as the sum of all distinct formal products containing 2, as a 
factor /& times, for K = 2,..., n, normalized by dividing by the total number 
of terms in this sum. For example, .Z(OJJ) = (Z,Z, + ZaZJ2, Z(OJ~O~a) =
ZaZas + Z,ZaZa +.Za2Z2)/3. One deduces by elementary counting principles 
that the normalizing factor is (1 /3 ]!)/(/I!). (If /I = (O,..., 0), define Zs = 1.) 
This definition of Za is not necessarily functional, because in general Zei-y + ZBZy. 
However, the notation leads to a convenient representation of our Taylor 
series. (In the special case where the Zk’s all commute with one another, then 
Z6 = zg2 ..- Z?, and the formula Za+-y = ZaZv is indeed true.) In an obvious 
and similar manner, we define AB and (Z - -4)s = (Z, - A, ,. .., Z, - -4#. 
The proof of the next theorem is nearly the same as a similar proof in [2]. 
THEOREM 5. The matrix pdynomials (Z - a)fl, with /3, = 0, satisfy (4.1). 
Proof. Without loss of generality we may assume for simplicity that a = 0, 
and hence A = 0. Let p be fixed, with /3i = 0, and let p = I/3 /. Define integers 
Sl ,-.*, 9 s by setting ,& of the Q’S equal to k, for K = 2,..., n. Let Va be the matrix 
polynomial 
V&) = c z,, ... zsp , (4-4) 
dSl,...,S,) 
where the sum is taken over all permutations with repetition of the sequence 
s, ,..., So). Then V,(X) = Za(I ,B I!), 
i4.1). We have 
and it is sufficient to show t R at V, satisfies 
and also the identity 
Multiply (4.5) and (4.6) by xi , add the resulting equations, and add (4.7) to this 
sum to obtain 
@%vL3 + c,a,v, + -*- + C7AJL?) 
f zs, -0. z, - 
(4.8) 
= c c i ZSiZSl --* zsi--lzsi+l -.a zsp = 0. 
7r(bl,...,Sp) i=l s(+...,s,) i=l 
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Thus KS satisfies (4.1) wherever x1 f 0, and this equality can be extended to all 
of R” by a continuity argument. 
A series expansion in terms of the powers (2 - /I)@ is possible for a certain 
class of solutions of (4.1). 
DEFINITION. A complex valued function u defined in some neighborhood of 
the point a in R* is real analytic at a if u has a power series expansion 
u(x) = 2 [(s - a)“!‘a!] d”‘(U) (4.9) 
lEl>O 
valid in some neighborhood of a. A complex matrix valued function F is real 
analytic at a provided each entry is real analytic at a. 
Clearly a complex valued function is real analytic at a if and only if its real and 
imaginary parts are real analytic at a. Furthermore, any function rea! analytic 
at a is Cm at n. 
For notational convenience we use the conventions 
THEOREM 6. If F has nz ~o’ws, is real analytic at n, and satisjies (4.1) in some 
neighborhood of a, then the power spvies expansion 
F(x) = 1 [(Z - A)“,!p!] P’(a) (4.10) 
a,=0 
converges unifo&y to F in some neighborhood of a. 
Proof. Again we assume for simplicity that a = 0, B = 0. Since F is real 
analytic at the origin, it has a power series expansion in some neighborhood 
of the origin of the form 
F(x) = f 1 (P/cL!)F(~,(O) 
p=o /a1=p 
(4.11) 
and this series may be differentiated termwise as much as desired. Hence 
Equation (4.1) gives 
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which together with (4.12) yields 
$ZiaiF = 2 p c (~“/~!)FYO). (4.14) 
P=O laI=p 
Expand each &F into a series of the type (4.11) to obtain 
g2 Zi f C $ &F’“‘)(O) = 5 p c SF(“)(O). 
p=o la\=p lx- p=dl ,a,=p . 
(4.15) 
Equate terms of degree p in (4.15) to obtain, for p > 0, 
Since each Ci is constant, the matrices ai F also satisfy (4.1). We can apply the 
above reasoning to each aiF to obtain 
After repeating this argument p times we obtain 
(4.18) 
= c gP’(O), 
[R~=P,R1=O . 
where V~(X) = Zn(l ,8 I!) is given in (4.4). Thus (4.10) (with a = 0)~follows from 
(4.18) and (4.11). An examination of the derivation makes it clear that the series 
(4.10) (with u = 0) is just a rearrangement of (4.1 I), and hence (4.10) converges 
uniformly wherever (4.11) converges uniformly. 
COROLLARY 7. If F has m TOWS and each entry of F is a polynomial in 
n: = (Xl ,..., xJ, mzd ifF satisfies (4.1), then F lzas an ezrpansion of tlze form (4.10) 
about any point a in Rn, and this series terminates after terns cowespofzding to 
/ /3 j = (degree F). 
Proof. Polynomials are real analytic, and thus (4.10) holds. Moreover, 
F(a) = 0 for 1 /3 1 > (degree F), and the series terminates. 
Following the development in [2] for the case of Clifford algebras, we next 
investigate series involving the powers (Z - A)s. 
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LEMMA 8. We have theformula 
Dqz - A)B] = @!)I. (4.19) 
Proof. Again assume R = 0, A = 0. By (4.2) and the definition of Z’s, the 
matrix ZB has entries which are homogeneous polynomials of degree ) ,Q j in the 
variable x = (q ,..., x,J, and moreover 2s has the form 
ZB = xpI + terms where x1 appears. (4.20) 
Thus Lq(P)] = @!)I + 0 = (P!)I. 
LEMMA 9. Let Kl ,..., K, be complex constant matrices each with m routs and 
mn, columns, and suppose 
(Z- A)B’Kl + *-* +p- A)B”K* = 0, (4.21) 
z&eye tlze p’s, i = l,..., q, are distinct n-tuples, ,@ = (0, (j3i)8 ? . . . . @QJ. Then 
q = *-’ = K, = 0. ‘“k 
Proof. One sees from (4.2), (4.3) that 
(Z - a)@ = (3 - a)@1 + terms where (q - al) appears. (4.22) 
Thus the left side of (4.21) may be written 
(x-a)@‘K&-e-.+(x - a)aq K, + terms where (x1 - ur) appears (4.23) 
and we conclude Kr = .** = K, = 0. 
THEOREM 10. Suppose that the series 
G(x) = c [(Z - A)B//3!] IiTs (4.24) 
B,=O 
converges un~~omdy in some neighborhood of the point a in R”, where each KB is an 
m x m, complex constant matrix. Then the ftcnction G defined by the sum of this 
series satisfies (4.1) in this neighborhood. Moreover, KB = G(e)(a) for each p. 
Proof. Since (Z - A)fl is a matrix whose entries are homogeneous poly- 
nomials of degree 1 @ j in the variables x - a = (x1 - a, ,..., x, - a,), the 
series in (4.24) is a power series in these variables and may be differentiated 
termwise as much as desired in the neighborhood of uniform convergence. By 
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Theorem 5, G satisfies (4.1), and by Theorem 6, G has a local expansion about a, 
G(x) = 1 [(Z - A)a/B!] G(P)(a). (4.25) 
P,=O 
Let p be a nonnegative integer and equate terms of degree p in (4.25) and (4.24) 
to obtain 
C g - A)4 G’d+) = 
P 
c (’ - A)a K 
j!q=P,Bl=o 
p! da (4.26) 
[dl=P,dl=O 
By Lemma 9, G@)(u) -= K, for each p. 
The previous theorem provides a rich source of solutions to (4.1) which are 
also real analytic. It is not true in general that equations of the form (4.1) have 
only real analytic solutions. However, the systems described in the previous 
section do have this property. 
COROLLARY 11. Zet R, , Pi, i = l,..., n, be m x s and s x m, respectively, 
complex constant matrices satisfying (3.1). If F is hyperanalytic with Pespect to the 
PI ,..., P, ill some neighborhood of the point a in Rn, then F has the expansion (4.10) 
in some neighborhood of a, where Z, , ATc , 2 < k < n, are described by (4.2) and 
(4.3), and where C, = RIP, for k = 2 ,..., n. 
Proof. By (3.1), R,P, = I. Since V*F = Cy=, Pi aiF = 0, we have 
I &F + RIP&F + 0.. + RIP, a,F = 0. (4.27) 
Thus the corollary follows from Theorem 6 provided F is real analytic. From the 
representation (3.20) ( w h ere Q is replaced by some sufficiently small sphere 
about a) we concludeF is Cm, since differentiation under the integral is legitimate. 
By (3.11), AF = o(V*F) = o(O) = 0, and each entry of F is harmonic. It is 
we11 known that harmonic functions are real analytic. 
Remark. It is well known that if Eq. (4.1) is elliptic then the solutions are 
analytic and hence (4.10) holds. 
5. A MATRIX REPRESENTATION FOR A CLIFFORD ALGEBRA 
In Section 2 it was shown that in the case of square matrices, the conditions 
(1.1) may be replaced with the simpler conditions (2.8) on matrices il/ri, 2 < i < n. 
As a final note, it is shown here how matrices il& ,..., Mm satisfying (2.8) can be 
explicitly constructed in a way that further extends the analogy with complex 
numbers in the plane. 
Let x = (x.r ,..., x,) denote a vector in R”, n > 2. Identify with N an associated 
square matrix, x’, of dimension 2”-l, according to the following recursive 
scheme: 
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(i) If v = 2, define 
(ii) If n > 3, write 3’ = {x1 ,..., ZC,+~), a.nd define 
(5.1) 
(where I represents the identity matrix, in this case of dimension 2n-2, and “T” 
is the transpose operation). For example, if n = 3, 
xl= [+j ;-i] (5.3) 
Obviously we have generalized the usual identification in the plane between 
a complex number x, + ix2 and the 2 x 2 matrix x’ given by (5.1). 
Let e, , i = l,..., n, denote the unit vector in the &h-coordinate direction in 
I?“, and define 
The formulas (2.8) follow, along with the formulas A;l; = 1;, (where m = 2+l, 
x’(x’)T = j x I2 I,, . The proofs are elementary induction arguments applied 
to the definition (5.2), and in the interests of brevity are not written out here. 
For further discussions of matrix representations of Clifford algebras see [I, 9, IO]. 
By applying results of the previous sections to the matrices given by (5.4), one 
obtains the results in [2, 3, 6, 71. 
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